Entertainment made
simple

Bringing Comfort inside

Easily control your music
moods or enjoy direct and intuitive
access to your video entertainment
center. Otomis delivers personalized design of the universal touch
screen remote, breaking technological barriers for your benefit.

Master Your Environment
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Peace of Mind

Nothing lets you control
your living space like a custom
designed management system.
At the touch of a finger you’ll be
able to peer into rooms to check
their status, control audiovisual
programs and lighting schemes,
and even access heating or air
conditioning system. All these
controls are simple to operate
with touch screen panels or
wall-mounted control keypads.

You can now remotely keep an eye on your property which can
help prevent domestic accidents (fire, floods) and better manage the
energy used. To fend off unwanted visitors, you can “appear” to be
at home and also prepare your home for your arrival.
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Hotel Rooms and Private
Residences
Each room’s ambiance can be
adjusted according to each
person’s needs, easily and with
style. Whether it’s a home or hotel
room, ultimate comfort always
leaves a positive impression.

Our Goal

Specializing in the research and development of automation

When your desires
become Passion...
Are you an individual planning to build a new home, a home owner
planning to modernize his/her house, or a business owner looking to
improve the ambiance in the work place?
How can refined technology maximize your comfort?
Automation now allows you to manage your environment in an intelligent
and intuitive way. Otomis brings you its intimate knowledge to meet your
requests in integrating an aesthetically pleasing, easy-to-use system.

systems, we can help you to control every aspect of the comfort
of your environment.
As a privileged partner to architects, interior designers, and
research departments, Otomis will be involved in every step of
your project and will provide you with individualized services and
ideas.
Our involvement does not stop once your system is installed; we
will be by your side to ensure that your future needs are well cared
for.

Corporate and
Commercial

Take the work out of managing complex
lighting schemes and multimedia equipment
in conference rooms, restaurants or

businesses. See what a more welcoming feel
to your reception area can do to promote
repeat business.

Yachting

A high quality, multiroom audio system as well as

a perfectly integrated video
system allows you to adjust
your nautical environment to
enjoy at-home comfort during
a family cruise. Applied to a
professional context, the
system will also allow you to
optimize
your
working
sessions aboard.

